TRY THIS WILTSHIRE PLACE NAME QUIZ
This is a list of clues to find different towns, villages or parishes in Wiltshire – some appear within our
pages some do not – If you wish to know how well you did then submit your answers to Teresa Lewis
by contacting her via the Contact Us option on the home page.
1. Direction of candle thread
2. Leap frogs inside continental café looking westwards
3. Unrobe week babes
4. Wide teachers’ writing implement before the beginning of the end
5. Butters places in filled in hole
6. Minor route leads to urban settlement
7. Court tea-totaller short with Bertie following on closely behind
8. Short brother married genealogically a sandwich filling
9.

Tom Hanks film without the S but inclusive of number of years on earth

10. Found in suburb agenda
11. Found in local newspaper
12. Historic building with what looks like a grooming implement behind it
13. Two guys and a black country group will get you here
14. Could the footballing brothers live here
15. Steep incline behind Ex Mrs
16. Groovy girl with young boy plus st quarter of each
17. A hundred strikes the bird from the orient
18. Sounds like a Somerset collection of appliances
19. After small army officer Elizabeth reigns in opposition to South West
20. Voice surprises at bad acting
21. Bath is removed from Somerset town before adding the name of earls
22. First woman and the maiden first Mrs Olivier parted by river
23. Christmas spruces felled to ground
24. Bun ordeal
25. Missing directions this could be bleak with an old substitute
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26. I am in the middle of a kind of silence
27. Six inside part of a sailing vessel
28. Endless board game means I play in Rome when Dan is out of danger in the entrance
room
29. Spanish sea leads lions home
30. A keyboard error spelling could find you here
31. Catch the masculine Wiltshire river
32. Heavy cause of rash
33. Majestic tree returning approval
34. The leader follows a reversed opening
35. Unusual items kept in rear of shop but gone
36. Long seat with reversed agreement
37. Park the British aquatic animal north easterly
38. Miss Beatrice goes before detailed news
39. Tangled hem swallowed by fish
40. A pound needed before adding half the home of Cardinal Wolsey
41. Mass of water with Hungary but a hun and e is banished
42. Not a summer bird perhaps with a misspelt high waters edge
43. Two thirds of a holy place before a baptismal bath
44. Conflict stands before Yorkshire holy place
45. Cheese taste in French vestibule
46. Mix day tunes to get here
47. Ladies’ group puts learner to bed
48. Comes first to complete a straight spiritual line
49. Take the east out of tide to add its value
50. You may end up here by going West or to North
51. An Italian man is after a horse or window
52. Unfinished battle with the Spaniard and cleric
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